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Deliverable Report 2
A comparison of the spectroscopic properties of RE-ion doped (Tm$^{3+}$, Ho$^{3+}$, and Yb$^{3+}$) glasses and fibres for their suitability for tuneable laser source in mid-IR (1800-2300 nm).
ABSTRACT

The visible and infrared emission spectra of Tm$^{3+}$, Tm$^{3+}$-Ho$^{3+}$ and Tm$^{3+}$-Yb$^{3+}$ doped tellurite fibres have been measured and studied for potential mid-IR fibre laser design. When pumped with an 808 nm source, Tm$^{3+}$ doped fibre shows emission at ~1.46 and ~1.86 µm from the $^3H_4\rightarrow^5F_4$ and $^3F_4\rightarrow^3H_6$ transitions respectively, and co-doping with Ho$^{3+}$ results in emission at ~2.0 µm through energy transfer from the $^3F_2$ Tm$^{3+}$ level to the $^4I_{15/2}$ Ho$^{3+}$ level. Yb$^{3+}$ ions act as sensitizers and allow the use of a 978 nm pump source populating the upper laser level of Tm$^{3+}$ through energy transfer. Tellurite fibre offers the advantage that relatively short lengths of fibre can be used to create fibre lasers, which is desirable for compact device fabrication. We have observed lasing action at 1.53 µm in around 10 cm lengths of Er$^{3+}$ doped tellurite fibre. A range of lengths of multi mode and single mode fibre were measured and compared to the bulk glass samples of the same dopant concentrations. The length of these fibres was found to significantly affect the shape and position of the emission peaks, with longer lengths causing narrowing of the peak and shifting to longer wavelengths. The emission spectra of Tm$^{3+}$ doped commercially bought silica fibre was also measured to compare with the tellurite fibre.

INTRODUCTION

Tellurite glass has several properties which make it an interesting candidate for mid-IR fibre laser design and use in other optical devices. The transmission range of tellurium based glasses extends into the mid infra red up to around 5 µm and has a low cut-off phonon energy of around 800 cm$^{-1}$[1]. Both of these properties compare well against other oxide based glasses such as silicates. This feature, coupled with the high rare earth ion solubility, makes tellurium based glass a good host within which to examine the longer wavelength transitions of Tm$^{3+}$ and Ho$^{3+}$ ions. Tellurite glass has a high refractive index which increases the absorption and emission cross-sections [2], good optical and mechanical properties and is relatively easy to manufacture having a low melting point.

Mid-IR fibre lasers in the range 1.8-2.9 µm and beyond have various potential applications including eye-safe laser lidar and remote chemical sensing, including the characterisation of CO$_2$ and OH which both have very strong absorption bands in the mid-IR. The strong absorption from water in this region makes these compact laser sources attractive for medical surgery applications. There are many reports of Tm$^{3+}$ doped silica fibre lasers operating at around 2 µm [3-7], and of Tm$^{3+}$ and Tm$^{3+}$/ Ho$^{3+}$ co-doped fluoride based fibre lasers operating in the 1.8 to 2.9 µm region[8-12]. There are however very few reports of tellurite fibre lasers operating in the longer wavelength end of this range. The development of these lasers in tellurite fibre is desirable due to the fact that the glass is much more stable and resistant to corrosion than fluoride glass leading to fewer design and operation problems [13].

The Tm$^{3+}$ ions can be pumped directly into the $^3H_4$ level with an 800 nm source and will show emission at around 1.46 µm ($^3H_4\rightarrow^5F_4$) and 1.8 µm ($^3F_4\rightarrow^3H_6$). Ho$^{3+}$ cannot be pumped directly with an 800 nm source due to the lack of an appropriate absorption band. In a Tm$^{3+}$/ Ho$^{3+}$ co-doped glass, the $^3H_4$ Tm$^{3+}$ level is populated by the 800 nm pump source and a quenching mechanism transfers energy to the $^4I_{15/2}$ Ho$^{3+}$ level which then radiatively depopulates to the Ho$^{3+}$ ground state ($^1I_6$) giving rise to emission at around 2.0 µm [14]. Tm$^{3+}$ and Ho$^{3+}$ can also be co-doped with Yb$^{3+}$ which acts as an effective sensitizer. The Yb$^{3+}$ can be pumped with a 980 nm source into the $^2F_{5/2}$ level which can then through energy transfer mechanisms, populate the Tm$^{3+}$ $^3H_4$ and Ho$^{3+}$ $^5I_6$ levels. The absorption band of Yb$^{3+}$ at 980 nm makes it very convenient for use with readily available diode lasers, and because of the Yb$^{3+}$ ion energy level structure there is no possibility of excited state absorption making Yb$^{3+}$ co-doped devices more efficient [15].

This report details the results of the emission spectroscopy of the Tm$^{3+}$, Ho$^{3+}$ and Yb$^{3+}$ doped tellurite and silica fibre in the infrared and visible regions and uses these results to explain the pumping schemes and energy transfer processes within these rare-earth ion dopants.

EXPERIMENTAL

The tellurite fibres were manufactured from glass with the composition 78TeO$_2$-12ZnO-10Na$_2$O (mol%) for the core and 75TeO$_2$-15ZnO-10Na$_2$O (mol%) for the cladding. Tm$_2$O$_3$ (0.5 wt%) doped, Tm$_2$O$_3$/Ho$_2$O$_3$ (0.5-1.0 wt%) co-doped and Tm$_2$O$_3$/Yb$_2$O$_3$ (0.5-1.0 wt%) co-doped fibres were investigated. The starting chemicals for the core and cladding glasses were weighed, ground, mixed and then placed into gold crucibles and melted in separate electric tube furnaces in a dry O$_2$ atmosphere. The powders are initially dried overnight and then melted at 820°C. The mixtures were stirred after 1 hour with a gold rod and then homogenized at 720°C for 2 hours. The fibre preform is cast using the suction method into a
preheated brass mould and then annealed at 300°C for 3 hours, after which it is allowed to cool slowly in the furnace to room temperature. The preforms are extruded into structured rods which can then be further extruded with cladding tubes made by the rotation method to reduce the core diameter. Fibre is drawn at each stage providing a range of fibres with varying core diameter. The silica fibre tested was bought from the National Optics Institute, (INO, Canada), and was a 10 m Tm³⁺ doped double-clad fibre with a D-shaped inner cladding and a 20 µm core diameter.

Infrared fluorescence spectra of fibre and bulk glass were measured in the wavelength range 1.3 – 2.2 µm using an Edinburgh Instruments FLS920 Steady State and Time Resolved Fluorescence Spectrometer fitted with an InGaAs detector. Samples were excited either with an 808 nm or 978 nm laser diode source. Lifetime measurements were made by modulating the laser diode current supply with an external function generator and capturing the fluorescence decay using a digital oscilloscope (Tektronics, TDS3012). All experiments were carried out at room temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Infrared emission in Tm³⁺ doped tellurite fibre

Figure 1 shows the emission spectra of a range of lengths of multi mode Tm³⁺ doped tellurite fibre with a core diameter of approximately 12 µm when pumped with an 808 nm laser diode source. The doping concentration in this fibre is 0.5 wt%. The spectra have been normalised with respect to the peak at ~1.86 µm which is attributed to ³F₄→¹H₆ transition of Tm³⁺. As the length of the fibre increases, the peak shifts to longer wavelengths due to ground-state absorption and re-emission of light within these two energy levels. The figure also compares the fibre emission spectra to that of the bulk glass sample with the same doping concentration. The ³F₄→¹H₆ peaks measured in the fibre samples are narrower than the bulk glass sample and also shifted to longer wavelengths. In fibre the peak at 1.46 µm due to the ¹H₄→³F₄ transition is lower in intensity relative to the ~1.86 µm peak than in the bulk sample showing that the confinements of the fibre geometry are increasing the energy transfer efficiency between Tm³⁺ ions. The emission spectra of different lengths of single mode Tm³⁺ doped tellurite fibre were also measured which showed the same trends as for the multi mode fibres.

The measured fluorescence lifetime from the ³F₄ Tm³⁺ level was 1633 µs in bulk glass and increased from 1941 µs to 2290 µs in increasing lengths of singly doped multi mode fibre. This increase in lifetime is due to the absorption and re-emission of fluorescence which re-populates the ³F₄ level. It has been found that the lifetime value measured can be affected by the signal intensity and width of the pump pulse used. Longer pulse durations result in higher signal intensity and a shorter lifetime value than for short pulses/lower signal intensity. While this effect becomes quite significant for very short lifetime transitions, it is less so for long lifetimes such as the ones studied here. However, the length of the fibre under test affects the signal intensity, and other effects such as energy trapping within the fibre could mean that the measured lifetime is not necessarily the true lifetime. These effects are currently being studied to gain more understanding into the processes involved.

![Fig. 1. The emission spectra of 0.5 wt% Tm³⁺ doped tellurite fibre (core diameter = 12µm) and bulk glass when excited with an 808 nm laser source. The spectra have been normalised with respect to the peak at ~1.86 µm.](image-url)
Infrared emission in Tm$^{3+}$-Ho$^{3+}$ doped tellurite fibre

Figure 2 shows the emission spectra of varying lengths of 0.5 wt% Tm$^{3+}$ and 1.0 wt% Ho$^{3+}$ codoped tellurite fibre which are compared to the bulk glass sample of the same dopant concentration when excited with the same 808 nm laser source. The fibres are multi mode with a core diameter of approximately 12 µm. The spectra have been normalized with respect to the peak at ~2.0 µm which is attributed to the $^5I_7\rightarrow^5I_8$ Ho$^{3+}$ transition. The spectra show that the shape of the emission peak from this transition is different when measured in fibre or bulk glass. In fibre the peak is narrowed and shifted to longer wavelengths and also appears as a single peak instead of a double peak in bulk glass. Ground state absorption and re-emission in the Ho$^{3+}$ ions due to the increased path length and energy confinement in the fibre results in emission only from the longer wavelength levels in the $^5I$ manifold. The peak at 1.46 µm and shoulder at ~1.86 µm are due to the $^3H_4\rightarrow^3F_4$ and $^3F_4\rightarrow^3H_6$ transitions respectively in Tm$^{3+}$. The intensities of these peaks relative to the ~2.0 µm peak are much lower in fibre than bulk glass. Ho$^{3+}$ ions cannot be directly excited with an 808 nm source which means that energy must be transferred to Ho$^{3+}$ from the Tm$^{3+}$ ions. The reduction in intensity of the Tm$^{3+}$ peaks in figure 3 shows that the energy transfer processes from Tm$^{3+}$ to Ho$^{3+}$ are becoming more efficient in fibre over bulk glass. The intensity of the peak at 1.46 µm increases with fibre length suggesting a back energy transfer process from Ho$^{3+}$ to Tm$^{3+}$ ions due to the upconversion in Ho$^{3+}$ which increases in longer fibres. This also suggests that for operation at ~2.0 µm in this fibre, shorter lengths are preferable. In single mode geometries of this fibre the spectra shape are similar but with smaller 1.46 µm peak intensities confirming that the increased energy confinement in the fibre geometry is increasing the energy transfer from the $^3H_4\rightarrow^3F_4$ Tm$^{3+}$ transition to the $^5I_7\rightarrow^5I_8$ Ho$^{3+}$ transition. The lifetime of the $^5I_8$ Ho$^{3+}$ level in bulk glass is 3148 µs and in multi mode fibre 4200-4500 µs but does not appear to vary with fibre length. The increase in lifetime in fibre over bulk glass further confirms the increased energy transfer to the $^5I_7$ level in the fibre geometry.

Infrared emission in Tm$^{3+}$-Yb$^{3+}$ doped tellurite fibre

Figure 3 shows the emission spectra of 0.5 wt% Tm$^{3+}$ and 1.0 wt% Yb$^{3+}$ codoped fibre of varying length with a core diameter of approximately 12 µm. The use of Yb$^{3+}$ as a sensitizer in this fibre allowed the use of a 978 nm pump source to populate the $^3H_4$ level of Tm$^{3+}$ through energy transfer from Yb$^{3+}$. Yb$^{3+}$ has an absorption peak centred close to 978 nm due to the $^2F_{7/2}\rightarrow^2F_{5/2}$ transition which is more intense than the Tm$^{3+}$ absorption peaks making this an efficient pumping scheme [2]. Coupling of this pump source into the fibre was much improved over the 808 nm source due to the single mode nature of the pump diode output. The emission spectra have been normalized with respect to the peak from the $^3F_4\rightarrow^3H_6$ Tm$^{3+}$ transition. The results again show a narrowing and shifting to longer wavelengths with increasing fibre length. The peak at ~1.5 µm is from the $^3H_4\rightarrow^3F_4$ transition of Tm$^{3+}$ which must be caused by upconversion in Tm$^{3+}$ due to the fact that energy transfer from Yb$^{3+}$ populates the lower lying $^3H_4$ level of Tm$^{3+}$. The intensity of this peak is lower in shorter lengths of fibre and in the single mode geometry. The lifetime of the $^3F_4$ level in this fibre was generally slightly shorter than in the pure Tm$^{3+}$ doped fibre due to the increased upconversion, and did not seem to vary with length.
Visible upconversion in Tm$^{3+}$, Tm$^{3+}$-Ho$^{3+}$ and Tm$^{3+}$-Yb$^{3+}$ dope tellurite fibres

Strong visible emission due to upconversion was observed in all these fibres, so to further understand the fluorescence and energy transfer mechanisms, the visible emission spectra were also measured at room temperature using the same pump sources as for the infrared measurements. These results can be found in figure 4 and are all measured using single mode fibre. Graph (a) and (b) do not show the emission at 800 nm from the $^3H_4$ level of Tm$^{3+}$ because a filter had to be used to attenuate the unabsorbed pump light which was saturating the detector. This emission can be seen in graph (c) however as the pump (at 978 nm) was out of the detection range thus not requiring the filter. The Tm$^{3+}$ doped fibre shows weak blue emission at 480 nm due to the $^1G_4 \rightarrow ^3H_6$ transition arising from a two pump photon excited state absorption (ESA) process. In graph (a) there also appears to be emission at 525 and 550 nm but this is not due to the Tm$^{3+}$ ions. These peaks have been seen in other fibres, (including undoped ones), and is believed to be due to some possible contamination arising during the fibre fabrication process. It is possible that the peak at 550 nm is due to Ho$^{3+}$ contamination in the Tm$_2$O$_3$. The peak is in the same region as would be expected from Ho$^{3+}$ ions and having other rare earth contaminants could be likely due to the difficulty in purifying them due to their similar chemistries. The intensity of the blue emission in the Tm$^{3+}$ doped fibre is extremely low compared to the emission in the other two fibres which is why these contamination peaks are visible in this spectrum but not in the other two. The Tm$^{3+}$-Ho$^{3+}$ doped fibre shows additional emission at 550 nm which is due to the ($^5S_{2}, ^5F_{2}) \rightarrow ^5I_6$ Ho$^{3+}$ transition. In this fibre the blue and green emission lines are significantly narrowed which suggests superfluorescence and promise for visible laser operation. The Tm$^{3+}$-Yb$^{3+}$ codoped fibre shows strong emission at 480 and 650 and 800 nm due to the $^1G_4 \rightarrow ^3H_6$, $^1G_4 \rightarrow ^3F_4$ and $^3H_4 \rightarrow ^3H_6$ Tm$^{3+}$ transitions respectively.
Fig. 4. The visible upconversion emission spectra for (a) 0.5 wt% Tm$^{3+}$ doped tellurite fibre with 808 nm pump (b) 0.5 wt% Tm$^{3+}$ - 1.0 wt% Ho$^{3+}$ codoped tellurite fibre with 808 nm pump and (c) 0.5 wt% Tm$^{3+}$ - 1.0 wt% Yb$^{3+}$ codoped tellurite fibre with 978 nm pump.

Figure 5 shows the energy level diagrams for the three systems studied showing the pumping, energy transfer and upconversion mechanisms. The 808 nm pump excites the $^3H_4$ Tm$^{3+}$ level which decays to the $^3F_4$ level emitting a 1.46 µm photon and then to the $^3H_6$ level emitting the 1.86 µm photon. At high Tm$^{3+}$ concentration and in fibre, a quenching mechanism takes place between Tm$^{3+}$ ions and energy is directly transferred non-radiatively from one ion to another. One ion decays from the $^3H_4$ to the $^3F_4$ while the other ion is excited from the $^3H_6$ ground state to the $^3F_4$ level. This process results in two Tm$^{3+}$ ions being excited to the $^3F_4$ level for one 800 nm pump photon. Stokes energy transfer also occurs from an ion decaying from the $^3F_4$ level exciting another ion to the $^3F_4$ level. ESA excites a Tm$^{3+}$ ion from the $^3H_5$ level to the $^3F_4$ level which decays to the ground state giving rise to the small 480 nm peak in fig 5 (a). This peak is very low in intensity because the upconversion to $^1G_4$ is originating from the $^3H_5$ level which will undergo fast non-radiative decay to $^3F_4$. Upconversion emission has been observed [16] at ~376 nm in Tm$^{3+}$ doped fluoride glass due to the $^1D_2$→$^3H_6$ transition which is not seen in our tellurite glass because the corresponding energy of this transition falls in the UV absorption edge and is therefore quenched.

In the Tm$^{3+}$-Ho$^{3+}$ fibre the Tm$^{3+}$ ions are pumped in the same way as above and energy is transferred non-radiatively to the Ho$^{3+}$ ions where the Tm$^{3+}$ ion decays from the $^3F_4$ level to the ground state and the Ho$^{3+}$ ion is excited from the $^3I_6$ ground state to the $^1I_1$ level where it decays emitting a 2.05 µm photon. Upconversion excites the Ho$^{3+}$ ion to the $^3I_6$ level which then decays non-radiatively to the $^3I_6$ level, is back transferred to the $^3H_5$ Tm$^{3+}$ level which decays non-radiatively to the $^3F_4$ level where energy is transferred back to the Ho$^{3+}$ $^3I_1$ level emitting a 2.05 µm photon [14]. Upconversion also populates the $^5S_2$ and $^3F_4$ levels of Ho$^{3+}$ which de-excite to the ground state giving rise to the green emission at 550 nm. The addition of the Ho$^{3+}$ ions enhances the upconversion to the $^1G_4$ Tm$^{3+}$ level and consequently the blue emission intensity at 480 nm.

In the Tm$^{3+}$-Yb$^{3+}$ codoped fibre the 976 nm pump excites the $^5F_{5/2}$ Yb$^{3+}$ level which exhibits fluorescence at 1020 nm pumping the Tm$^{3+}$ ions into the $^3H_4$ level. This level decays non-radiatively to $^3F_4$ and then radiatively to the ground state emitting the 1.86 µm photon. Two photon upconversion populates the $^3H_4$ Tm$^{3+}$ level which decays to the ground state emitting an 800 nm photon and three photon upconversion populates the $^1G_4$ which decays to the $^3F_4$ and $^3H_6$ levels giving strong emission at 650 nm (red) and 480 nm (blue) respectively [17][18].
Tm$^{3+}$ doped silica fibre

Figure 6 shows the infrared emission spectrum of the 10 m length of Tm$^{3+}$ doped double clad silica fibre when pumped with around 1.8 W, 808 nm laser source. The graph also shows the spectrum of the 210 mm length of Tm$^{3+}$ doped multi mode tellurite fibre for comparison. The silica fibre has emission peaks at around 1.45 and 1.85 µm which are due to the $^3$H$_4$-$^3$F$_4$ and $^3$F$_4$-$^3$H$_6$ transitions respectively. Although these peaks are due to the same transitions as in the tellurite fibre, the peak shapes are different due to the change in host glass causing the ratio of transitions from the various Stark levels within the manifolds to change. The spectrum for the tellurite fibre is narrower than the silica fibre and the 1.85 µm peak is shifted to longer wavelengths. This suggests that the emission in the tellurite fibre is starting to superfluoresce. The silica fibre also showed weak emission at 480 nm due to upconversion and emission due to the $^1$G$_4$-$^3$H$_6$ transition. Figure 7 shows the decay curve for emission at 1852 nm in the silica fibre when pumped with a modulating 808 nm laser source. The lifetime of the $^3$F$_4$ level in silica level was measured to be around 650 µs compared to around 2290 µs in the 210 mm length of tellurite fibre. A long upper laser level lifetime is desirable for non-terminating CW laser operation, and these results confirm the potential advantages of tellurite fibre for compact fibre laser sources.
CONCLUSION

Mid-IR emission in the 1.8 – 2.1 µm range has been measured in Tm$^{3+}$ doped and Tm$^{3+}$-Ho$^{3+}$ codoped tellurite fibres when excited with an 808 nm pump. Tm$^{3+}$ doped fibre shows strong emission at ~1.86 µm while the Tm$^{3+}$-Ho$^{3+}$ codoped fibre shows emission at ~2.05 µm through energy transfer to the Ho$^{3+}$ ions. Emission has also been observed at ~1.86 µm in Tm$^{3+}$-Yb$^{3+}$ codoped fibre when pumped with a 976 nm source. These measurements show narrowing and red-shifting of emission peaks and increased energy transfer in the smaller geometries associated with these fibres. The visible upconversion emission has been measured and used to help explain the energy transfer processes involved. Emission has also been measured in a 10 m length of Tm$^{3+}$ doped double-clad silica fibre which exhibits a broader peak and a shorter lifetime at ~1.86 µm than in the tellurite fibre. These results suggest that short lengths (<0.5 m) of doped tellurite fibre can be used for mid-IR fibre laser sources.
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